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Self-Defence Training

by Michael Babin

If you spend enough time

studying the internal arts and

have/make the opportunities to

study with a variety of experts it

will soon become obvious that

most of those teaching are not

teaching self-defence skills that

would have much hope of work-

ing against an unstructured at-

tack outside of the relative

safety of their classes.

It is also true that there are many

other good reasons to study

Yang-style taiji or baguazhang

or any other internal discipline

besides being able to defend

yourself. Most of us are fortu-

nate enough (or mature enough)

to never need to develop such

skills. I’m reminded of the de-

lightful story of the Hsing-i

master in China who was sup-

posedly lecturing his students

on how important it was to

study with a good heart and that

the training was ultimately to

teach the students how to avoid

fighting. One student reportedly

muttered, “if we’re supposed to

learn to avoid violence why

practice fighting at all?” Mas-

ter’s answer was “If you don’t

want to learn properly, get out!”

However, it is also a shame to

learn martial skills that you

think might be useful but would

actually be counter-productive

if you ever had to protect your-

self or your loved ones from a

serious attack.

What do you need to

bring to your train-

ing?

Some physical strength and

health is essential to safely train

in any martial methods that

might work in a worse case sce-

nario, such training is not suit-

able for everyone, especially

those with serious health prob-

lems or those unused to regular

physical activity of any kind,

much less that which involves

physical contact.

It is also true that there

are many other good

reasons to study

Yang-style taiji or

baguazhang or any

other internal discipline

besides being able to

defend yourself.

Patience is a useful attribute as

internal style martial skills are

not learned quickly, especially

if you don’t train in them every-

day for three to five years. Most

modern students don’t want to

learn so much as they want to

feel that they already have all

the answers — preferably yes-

terday — although the more

patient will settle for tomorrow.

The willingness to “invest in

loss” and learn from your mis-

takes rather than get mad at

yourself or your training part-

ner. This is easy to say and

harder to put into practice when

you are constantly being humil-

iated by a more experienced

student. It becomes essential for

students to see the martial learn-

ing process as one in which they

help each other to identify each

other weaknesses in the spirit of

helping each other grow as

practitioners. Of course, this is

easier said than done when egos

come into play!

What should you look for in

your training?

An understanding of balance

and body mechanics that relies

less on muscle mass and

strength and more on leverage,

timing, sensitivity and efficient

body mechanics (i.e., “whole

body” usage). For self-defence,

it is essential to learn and prac-

tise a few methods that suit

your body type and physical at-

tributes so that they become re-

flexive rather than practise

many things in an indifferent

manner.

Experience at hitting actual tar-

gets with some power as op-

posed to simply “punching the

air” — it’s easy to be smug with

the speed of your strikes while



doing a fast form or practising

solo and a far different thing to

learn how to hit without hurting

your limbs as well as how to ab-

sorb and/or transmit the impact

without bouncing off what you

hit.

Experience with close-quarters

physical contact with your

training partners. This is the

hardest to cultivate in an inter-

nal manner (good teachers are

few and far between); but even

the crudest skill at taking a blow

or being thrown will soon teach

you many valuable lessons

about what relaxation and bal-

ance really are all about in rela-

tion to self-defence. The lack of

experience with any kind of

body contact is the main reason

that most modern students of

these arts would have a rough

time trying to apply their skills

against a real street fighter or

against someone who is really

intent on hitting them as op-

posed to “playing”. For exam-

ple, I have seen several

interpretat ions of the

Yang-style application set over

the years and with the excep-

tion of the versions taught by

Erle Montaigue and Yang

Jwing-ming, it was not a satis-

fying sight from a martial per-

spective — like a bad dance

without the music. One instruc-

tor even assured me with a hint

of a sneer that it was wrong to

make any kind of contact with

your partner while doing the ap-

plication set as you would not

be training your chi properly!

Sadly, his attitude is common

enough in the taiji world. You

have to have control in your

martial contact; but you also

have to have contact in order to

hope to eventually learn how to

avoid it!

What to avoid in

your training?

An over-emphasis on “sticking

and yielding”. These essential

skills are often taught counter-

product ively in terms of

self-defence skills to make

them easier to understand and

practise safely in a large group.

In the old days, the average taiji

beginner was already a skilful

martial artist who needed to re-

fine and “sensitize” his ap-

proach and already knew the

fundamentals of combat. The

average modern Taiji student, in

particular, has no relevant

fighting skills to refine and must

learn them first.

An over-emphasis on

“sticking and yielding”.

These essential skills

are often taught coun-

ter- productively in

terms of self-defence

skills to make them eas-

ier to understand and

practise safely in a

large group

Complex methods that rely on

the compliance of an overly stiff

partner to have any success of

application. I have met many

supposed experts over the years

who are teaching methods that

have no hope of working in “the

real world” even though they

can seem to work in a class-

room setting. It is sad but true

that real skill comes from seem-

ingly endless drilling of the ba-

sics and then learning how to

transcend/forget most of what

you have so patiently learned.

In other words, learning struc-

ture is essential to learning to re-

act to a complete lack of

structure (i.e. Areal fight); but if

you focus on structure for too

long it becomes counter- pro-

ductive to “being without struc-

ture” in martial terms. One of

the many annoying paradoxes

in the internal arts.

Any instructor who tells you

that you can learn an effective

martial art without any physical

effort or risk of physical injury.

In the long run, a competent in-

ternal art relies less-and-less on

crude strength and technique

and it is possible to continue to

train with benefit when one is

past his or her physical prime.

However, an internal art that has

some claim to being a true com-

bative art will never be as effort-

less as it looks to the casual

observer. In particular in Taiji,

common-sense seems to go out

the window if you judge by the

number of schools whose

teachers make their students

fall-over, twitch and throw

themselves by a flick of “mas-

ter’s fingers”. While Qi exists

and can be manipulated for

good and for bad, such expo-

nents are rare and those who

make the most noise about con-

trolling Qi for martial purposes

are usually the least able to

demonstrate such skills against

anyone except their own stu-

dents.



Final Words

I remember reading a transla-

t ion of an old text on

push-hands written in the 1950s

in which the old master being

quoted was apparently fond of

muttering “True skill is found in

understanding small things.”

I’m beginning to see what he

may have meant. .Speaking of

old expressions that are useful

in the long-run “Not to hit, is to

cheat the student” and “You

must eat bitter to be full” are

two that hint that martial train-

ing may not be as easy as a lot of

modern students of Taiji would

like to believe. Of course, all

these sayings are best viewed as

starting points for long-term

study by those who are serious

in the training and have consid-

erable experience. They are of

much less value for beginners

and even intermediate level

practitioners.

As with all training, it is impor-

tant to practice with a variety of

partners: tall people can learn to

use the reach of their long arms

even more effectively; short

people can learn to use a low

centre of gravity to “get inside”

a taller person’s reach; heavy

people can learn to use their

mass even more effectively;

slim people can learn to use

their flexibility to even greater

effect; etc.

Fortunately, few of us will ever

have to use our martial skills for

anything more demanding than

friendly practice. In addition,

NO martial training can guaran-

tee that you will be able to suc-

cessfully defend yourself

against any aggressor. How-

ever, such training should give

you a “fighting chance” and,

properly taught and practised,

internal arts training is an insur-

ance policy that also pays the

dividends of physical and emo-

tional good health.

To conclude, I’d like to quote

the words of Miyamoto

Musashi, the famous mediaeval

Japanese swordsman who

learned effective combat skills,

the hard way, by surviving doz-

ens of fights in which his oppo-

nents were often killed: “You

cannot take a certain attitude

and depend on it entirely. There

are too many variations in at-

tacks from the enemy. What you

think is effective may in fact be

ineffective because of the way

in which the enemy is ”feeling"

at that particular moment. Your

attitude must be such that you

can shift into any other mode of

combat without having to make

a conscious decision. You must

be flexible and have no particu-

lar liking for any particular set

of techniques. ... If you do not

develop this attitude, what are

you doing there in the first

place? Combat fighting is not

done for fun. Even in practise

sessions you must have the atti-

tude of going in for the kill. “

(from The Martial Artist’s

Book of Five Rings as trans-

lated by Stephen F. Kaufman,

Charles E. Tuttle Publishers,

1995)

New Videos From

Erle Montaigue

MTG233

Advanced Wudang Spear Form.

(Now Available)

For health, you cannot go past either
the Wudang Broadsword form or the
Wudang Spear form. And if we were
allowed to walk around with such
weapons, you could not get a more
deadly weapon other than a gun. On
this tape, Erle teaches not only the
Spear form, but also the deadly appli-
cations making use of Dim-Mak
strikes. Some excellent training meth-
ods for the spear are also included.
This is indeed the top weapon for
health and self defence and it is pos-
sibly the most beautiful form of any
martial system. Erle also gives a
complete demonstration of this form
non-stop at the end of the tape/VCD.

MTG232:

The Formal Day to Day training of

the Montaigue Children: V. 6

Carries on from Volume 5 below. In-
cluding YLC form up to “Tripping
Repulse Monkey” $30.00 (USA) or
£20.00 (Europe)

MTG231

Advanced Broadsword Volume

Two

In the second volume, Erle carries on
to the end of the advanced broad-
sword form and also includes some
excellent training methods to teach
you how to use the sword and to ex-
ercise the correct muscles for its use.
He also includes some applications
not included in the form tapes.

MTG230

Advanced Broadsword Volume

One

In this series, Erle Montaigue teaches
the Broadsword form with its deadly
applications at its most advanced
level. Moves that weren’t included
traditionally in the basic beginner’s
form are now included in this series.



Learning Forms

Ron Beier (Germany)

R
ecently, as I was browsing

through various lists of

books and videos on the

internal arts available in the in-

ternet, I was again somewhat

overwhelmed by the wealth of

knowledge just waiting to be

tapped. So many things to

learn, and every time I feel I’ve

learned a form or made a con-

cept my own, I turn to the list

and realise how vast my igno-

rance is. And, like my wife’s

“Honey-Do List“, the one which

lists all of the things still to be

done in and around the house,

the vast sea of ignorance I call

my own just seems to grow with

every task accomplished.

These two phenomena, the

Honey-do list and learning taiji,

are surely the great exasperat-

ing paradoxes of life: the more

tasks I finish, the more tasks my

wife finds and the more I learn,

the more ignorant I become.

The question inevitably arises:

why learn a new form then, es-

pecially as it only seems to in-

crease my lack of knowledge? I

have students now and again

who, after having learned the

Yang Cheng-Fu form, decide

that they have learned enough

new stuff. Some of the older

students feel this way even af-

ter learning the first third and

are pleased to have learnt that

much, returning to the basic

course again and again. My

daily experience of the form of-

ten tells me the same thing:

there’s so much to grasp in this

form that my life is likely not go-

ing to be long enough to finish

with this one, let alone all the

others calling to me like sirens:

“learn me, I’ll make your qi

flow“, ”learn me, I’ll make as

strong as water“, “learn me, I’ll

make you the envy of the mar-

tial arts neighbourhood“ ”learn

me, I’ll make you healthy“,

“learn me, I’ll give you long life“,

”learn me, I’ll turn you into a

fa-jingling in no time flat“. It‘s a

good thing my wife ties me to

the mast regularly, like once

poor Jason on his search for the

golden woolies.

When first learning the

first form, we spend

nearly all of our time

learning and little really

practicing; but does this

actually change?

How much of our attention

should we devote to learning

new things and how much to

practicing what we feel we al-

ready know? When first learn-

ing the first form, we spend

nearly all of our time learning

and little really practicing; but

does this actually change? Isn’t

each day of practice also a day

of learning, or at least, shouldn’t

it be? Why practice a form if you

don’t learn something from it?

Surely the same spirit that al-

lows us to learn also allows us

to benefit from practice: the be-

ginner’s mind. If we don’t ap-

proach our daily training with

the mind of the beginner, if we

assume that we can already do

this or have already mastered

that, then there’s no point in

practicing, no point in doing the

form. Whenever we approach

the form (or any activity in life!)

as routine, we forfeit our chance

to learn, to receive, to grow.

This brings us to the most im-

portant ingredient for learning

and, as far as I can tell at this

point in my life, the most impor-

tant ingredient of fully human

life. There are many qualities

which contribute to the pace at

which we learn: talent, aptitude,

diligence, intelligence, compe-

tent instruction, motivation to

name just a few. But if one in-

gredient is missing, learning is

hollow, it misses its point. This

ingredient is humility. Without

humility, the activity of learning

is in vain. Without humility, we

are closed, we lock out the ten

thousand whispering voices try-

ing so desperately to bring us

home. Without humility we gain,

at best, only knowledge and

nothing closer to the core of life.

Before we go on, we’d better

get the meaning of this word in

this context straight. The ety-

mology points to the Latin,

where interestingly enough we

have “humanitas” meaning

kindness, culture, refinement,

gentleness, ”humanus” pertain-

ing to man, humane, “humilis”

meaning lowly or humble, and

”humus” for ground, earth, soil.

If we are to follow the lead of the

ancient Latin roots of the word,

we come to humility as an ex-

pression of inherent humanity,

earth-bound, void of all haughti-

ness or coarseness. Avery “yin”



state, to use the Chinese view

of it. This makes sense though,

for to learn, to be the recipient of

knowledge, to be able to ab-

sorb, we must first be yin. Like

the earth (yin) soaking up the

warming rays (yang) of the sun.

The earth doesn’t assume any-

thing of the sun, nor does it try to

grasp or fetch or presume; it

simply absorbs by being ready,

open, willing, if you’ll excuse the

tendency toward anthropomor-

phism.

During my very first taiji lesson

someone solemnly intoned a

catchphrase which I have since

heard many times: “Invest in

loss“. OK, I thought, I’ve already

begun. I lost a couple hundred

dollars on this course and I

don’t seem to be learning any-

thing. I keep losing my patience

with myself. I’ve lost the thread

of what the teacher is saying. I

think I’m losing my wits, but

that’s mostly the doing of my

two boys who confound every

attempt to lead a quiet, schol-

arly life.

Over the years this phrase has

returned to haunt me. Invest in

loss. Be prepared to lose? Lose

the fight, the game, or just all

sense of proportion? The idea

of losing stuff is not very attrac-

tive really. We spend alot of

time and effort preventing loss,

we insure our homes and prop-

erty and our cars and even our

lives (perverse idea really)

against loss, and now some

Chinese guy who’s been dead

for some time now wants us to

turn the whole deal around and

invest in loss? Who, me?

For a long time I gave lip service

to this idea, even playing the

parrot when I began teaching,

telling my students to “invest in

loss“, thinking that it sounded

suitably Taoist. Then, some-

where between fixing my son’s

skateboard and hopping

around the lawn with a broad-

sword in my hand dodging mos-

quitoes, I had one of those rare

lucid moments when things co-

alesce and drift within my

grasp, and this idea suddenly

began to take root inside of me.

Maybe that Chinese guy just

hadn’t finished his sentence,

because some smartass stu-

dent had cut him off. What he

had wanted to say before being

so rudely interrupted was ”In-

vest in loss of ego“. This may

be obvious to most people, but

it was certainly not obvious to

me from the beginning, proba-

bly because my own ego got in

the way of realisation. In order

to learn we have to sacrifice,

and the biggest sacrifice which

we will ever make, and the one

which clears the way for every-

thing else, is sacrifice of the

ego. All of the forms we learn

are tools which help us achieve

this end. And the more we

achieve this end, the more ef-

fective the tools.

Ego is, though, very te-

nacious and like a bad

meal keeps surfacing to

catch your attention and

the attention of those

near you.

Ego is, though, very tenacious

and like a bad meal keeps sur-

facing to catch your attention

and the attention of those near

you. You have to keep gently re-

minding your consciousness

that there is something vastly

more real, so that ego can be

put in its place. Or hope that

your environment does this for

you. And when this is done, you

are left in a state of humility, of

open, innocent awareness. The

beginner’s mind. Pure con-

sciousness, if you will. Ready to

listen, to learn, to absorb and to

experience without prejudice,

without narrowing and debilitat-

ing attachment to either the task

or its results.

I remember reading a short ac-

count of a student who came to

a rabbi and asked: “In the olden

days there were men who saw

the face of God. Why don’t they

anymore?“

The rabbi replied, “Because no

one can stoop so low.“

After many years of struggle,

even I, the dunce of the class,

have begun to understand that

this doesn’t refer literally to the

posture “Snake Creeps Down“

and ”Invest in loss“ is not a com-

ment on how lucrative teaching

taiji can be.

Ron Beier has trained with Erle

Montaigue and Mike Babin. He

is the representative for the

WTBA in Germany.



Is Taiji a Religion?

By Kieren Nanasi (Adelaide,

Australia).

I
n this essay I will be discussing

the issue of whether taiji is a reli-

gion. To accomplish this task I

will argue that it is important for us

to analyze the concept of a religion

and then see to what degree taiji

fits this analysis. The literature on

the subject of defining religion

makes it quite clear that achieving

a single definition is no easy task.

So after giving a basic character-

ization of what taiji is, I will proceed

to discuss the difficulties of defin-

ing religion. Here I will conclude

that finding a set of necessary and

sufficient conditions under which to

define religion will likely fail. As

such, I will proceed onto alterna-

tive ways of characterizing reli-

gion, one is given by Ninian Smart

whom lists seven dimensions or

qualities that religions seem to ex-

emplify.

After briefly describing them I will

test taiji against the seven dimen-

sions to see how many it meets. As

we shall see it does not do so well

and as such testifies to taiji’s

non-religious character. There is

however, another and perhaps

more thorough method by which

we can examine taiji’s alleged reli-

giousness. This method involves

treating religion as a family resem-

blance term. Here I will show that a

system of beliefs does not need to

have some particular property to

be labeled as a religion but rather

that religion is an umbrella term or

category that we tend to group a

set of beliefs under that seem to

have certain traits. Again we shall

see that taiji satisfies very few of

these traits, testifying again to its

apparent non religious nature. I will

conclude that taiji in its ordinary

sense is not a religion but that it re-

quires an extra set of beliefs to be

properly included it in that cate-

gory.

Taiji or Tai Chi Chuan

means “supreme ulti-

mate fist” and is a slow

moving qigong or a type

of exercise. Qigong

simply means internal

work and involves

standing in certain pos-

tures using certain

breathing techniques

What is Taiji?

Taiji or Tai Chi Chuan means “su-

preme ultimate fist” and is a slow

moving qigong or a type of exer-

cise. Qigong simply means inter-

nal work and involves standing in

certain postures using certain

breathing techniques. (Montaigue

P.17) Using these techniques the

practitioner is able to gather qi

(breath - life force) and make it flow

through energy channels called

meridians by using the Tai Chi

Chuan form. (ibid.)There are

many different systems of Taiji and

for the most part they all involve

these slow dance like movements

that sometimes resemble martial

art postures.

The question we have to consider

is whether this slow moving form or

practice constitutes a religion. And

if so, what is it that makes it a reli-

gion? To accomplish this we will

examine some ways of character-

izing or defining religion.

Problems with De-

fining Religion

Achieving a universally accepted

definition for religion is notoriously

difficult if not unlikely. The reason

being is that such definitions are

usually expected to supply a set of

necessary and suff ic ient

conditions that are indicative of all

religions. That is, such attempts

suggest that there is an essential

property that is common to all reli-

gions. Such attempts at defining

religion tend to be too narrow,

vague or culturally relative and

more often than not reveal more

about the bias of the author than

the nature of religion. So, rather

than advance a set of necessary

and sufficient conditions from the

outset, or advance a bias, there

are advantages to demarcating

“religions” by simply giving a few

examples of what people most

commonly recognize as religions.

Such a demarcation might go as

follows:

Religions include Judaism, Chris-

tianity, Islam, Hinduism, and Bud-

dhism, and those traditions that

resemble one or more of them.

(Taliaferro, p. 21)

This type of definition is sometimes

referred to as an extensional defi-

nition or a definition by example.

The problem with this type of defi-

nition is that it does not give us the

detail as to what a religion is. So

when we have examples of belief

systems such as taiji or Falun

Gong, we are in no better position

on whether to include them under

this heading.

Perhaps then, religion needs to be

defined in terms of the worship of

God or gods? This, however, has

the unfortunate consequence of

excluding atheistic versions of

Buddhism. Alternatively, we could

try and get a little more general and

define religion in terms of rever-

ence or awe toward something that

is believed to be sacred. But,

again, this would prohibit those re-

ligions who hold their relation to the

sacred as one of self interest rather

than awe and reverence. In Rea-

son and Religious Belief: An Intro-

duction to the Philosophy of



Religion Mr. Peterson (p.4) puts

forth the following tentative defini-

tion:

Religion is constituted by a set of

beliefs, actions, and emotions,

both personal and corporate, orga-

nized around the concept of an Ul-

timate Reality.

Religion is constituted

by a set of beliefs, ac-

tions, and emotions,

both personal and cor-

porate, organized

around the concept of

an Ultimate Reality.

Now this definition would seem to

be adequate for the religions so far

considered, that is, it does not

seem to be too narrow and restrict

belief systems that we might other-

wise consider as religious. How-

ever, it does seem to be too broad,

for if the given definition is put forth

as a necessary condition for a be-

lief system to be religious then it

will include those belief systems

that ought not to be considered re-

ligious. For example, it may be ar-

gued that the scientific community

is constituted by a set of beliefs,

actions and emotions. Namely, dis-

covery, truth and inquiry, and orga-

nized around the concept of an

ultimate reality (the universe).

(Taliaferro, p.23) Furthermore, we

might also argue that the given def-

inition is also applicable to the

mathematical community. Some of

whom believe in the platonic realm

of universals (ultimate reality) to

which numbers and other mathe-

matical objects exist and are wait-

ing to be discovered by suitably

gifted mathematicians. Neither the

disciplines of science or mathe-

matics would normally be consid-

ered religious. So, the problem

then faced by one who wishes to

give a precise definition of religion

is that it may include elements one

does not wish to be included or ex-

clude elements that one does not

wish excluded. It is for this reason

that I include the fol lowing

alternative ways of characterizing

religion, neither of which suggests

that there is some common es-

sence belonging to all religions.

Moreover, these methods allow

the reader to asses for him or her-

self if my own bias regarding taiji

has affected my analysis of its al-

leged religious nature.

The Seven Dimen-

sions of Religion

Ninian Smart (p.3) thinks that it is

far more feasible for us to consider

what a religion is, rather than what

religion is in general. What he pro-

poses is that we find some scheme

of ideas which help one to think

about and appreciate the nature of

religions. This way of looking at, or

treating a theory of religion is espe-

cially useful when we consider how

many religions and sub-traditions

of those religions there are in con-

junction with their own specific cul-

tural flavor. To complicate matters

further, it may also happen that

someone who is, say, a Christian of

some type or denomination might

also be drawn towards Buddhist

thinking. So there is also the issue

of religious pluralism that further

complicates things. Despite these

complexities, Smart thinks that it is

possible to make sense of the rich

and diverse nature of the worlds

various religions and sub-tradi-

tions. (p. 4.) Smart’s approach to

the problem of religion is to exam-

ine the different aspects or dimen-

sions of religion.

The Practical and

Ritual Dimension

Every religion has some set of for-

mal practices such as regular wor-

ship, prayers preaching and rituals

to which it adheres. This practice is

especially important for religions of

a sacramental kind such as East-

ern Orthodox Christianity and sac-

rificial practices are also popular

among the Brahmin forms of the

Hindu tradition. (Smart, p. 4) More-

over, we must also consider the

patterns of behavior, for whilst they

might not be strictly ritualistic they

cultivate an air of spiritual aware-

ness. Practices such as Yoga in

the Hindu traditions and seeking

stillness of the self or no-mind in

Eastern mystic traditions are

amongst these patterns of behav-

ior. Such practices can be com-

bined with rituals of worship where

meditation is sometimes used to

get into contact with God or gods.

(ibid.) In a way these are all forms

of prayer and are important ele-

ments in any religion.

The Experiential

and Emotional Di-

mension

The feelings and sense of awe that

religions inspire is also another im-

portant element. One of the main

reasons why music is so revered is

because of the feelings it gener-

ates and its powers to engender

emotions. Such examples are

quite common like the dances of

the Native American Indians and

the hymns that are sung in most

Churches. Different writers have

signaled out different experiences

as being central to the various reli-

gions. (Smart, p.5) For example,

Rudolph Otto coined the word “nu-

minous.” In the case of the ancient

Romans, they believed that there

were numina or spirits all around

them, they were present in the

trees, mountains and rivers. From

this word, Otto built up an adjective

that describes a feeling aroused by

“mysterious something that draws

you to it but at the same time brings

an awe-permeated fear.”(ibid.) So

it is the emotive element that is im-

portant and is often used to capture

those feelings of oneness with God

or the Absolute.



The Narrative or

Mythic Dimension

Experience can also be channeled

or transmitted not only by ritual but

also by sacred narrative or myth.

(Smart, p.5) It is a typical trait of

most faiths to hand down stories,

some mythical and others histori-

cal, that tell the epic tales of the

hero’s and saints. Some of these

stories describe the creation of the

world while others describe how

death and suffering came into the

world. Others again, are about his-

torical events, some chronicle the

life of the prophet Muhammad or

the execution of Jesus or perhaps

the enlightenment of the Buddha.

(ibid.) These stories are also

sometimes tightly integrated into

the ritualistic dimension of a given

religion. The Christian mass or

communion service for example,

which demonstrates the story of

the last supper. Ritual and story

are often bound closely together.

The Doctrinal and

Philosophical Di-

mension

Underpinning the narrative tradi-

tion is the doctrinal dimension.

(Smart p.6) In the Christian tradi-

tion, the story of Jesus and the

communion service has led to the

attempts to analyze the nature of

the divine being which would pre-

serve both the idea of the incarna-

tion and the belief that Jesus and

God are one. The result was the

doctrine of the Trinity. (ibid.) Chris-

tianity also has a rich philosophical

tradition arising from the need of

many philosophers to try and ex-

plain the ideas behind the nature of

God’s existence and the intellec-

tual problems associated with it. In

the Buddhist traditions, doctrinal

ideas were crucial right from the

start. For the Buddha himself pre-

sented a philosophical vision of the

world which would assist one in

achieving salvation.

The Ethical and Le-

gal Dimension

The narrative and the doctrinal

also affect the ethical and legal di-

mension of religions. It shapes the

world view of the particular religion

and addresses the questions of ul-

timate liberation or salvation.

(Smart, p.6) The particular laws

that a religion embodies or incor-

porates into its traditions can be

seen as the ethical dimension of

that religion. In Buddhism for ex-

ample, there are a set of univer-

sally binding precepts known as

the five virtues. (ibid.) These with

other regulations control the lives

of monks and nuns in the monastic

community. And in Judaism there

are not only the ten command-

ments but a system of over six hun-

dred rules imposed upon the

community by the Divine Being.

(ibid.) The ethical and legal tradi-

tions also tend to give many reli-

gions and societies their character

or particular traits.

The Social and In-

stitutional Dimen-

sion

Religious movements are normally

embodied in a group of people,

and more often than not this group

is formally organized as a church

or a sangha, amongst others. This

aspect represents the social di-

mension of religion. (Smart, p.7)

This dimension includes not only

the collection of persons that wor-

ship under it but also the outstand-

ing persons in the given religion.

(ibid.) These may not only be the

officials and heads of the religion,

but also the various saints, guru’s,

mystics or prophets. It is these

people that also lend a sense of

depth and meaning to the various

rituals and values of a tradition. In

many ways, to understand a partic-

ular faith is to understand the peo-

ple that comprise it.

The Material Di-

mension

The social and institutional values

of a religion will tend to manifested

into a physical or material form.

These will be the various buildings

and works of art etc. that are identi-

fied with the given religion. (Smart

p.8)The material expressions of a

religion are often highly important

for believers in that it brings them

closer to the Divine, like images of

Jesus on the cross, or the rever-

ence paid by some monks to the

statues of Buddha. But it not only

the human made structures that

are materially important but also

the natural features that can be im-

portant for some believers, such as

the river Ganges or the sacred

mountains of China. And of coarse,

sometimes these natural sites are

also combined with temples or

maybe have whole cities built upon

them.

Taiji and the Seven

Dimensions

So now our task is to see how

many of the seven dimensions Taiji

fits. And upon the result decide if,

or to what extent Taiji is religious.

However, the reader must not just

accept my interpretation or bias re-

garding taiji, it is important that you

decide for yourself the degree to

which taiji fits these dimensions.

Perhaps your practice of taiji is reli-

gious...

First of all we have the Practical

and Ritual Dimension. Is there

anything in the practice of Taiji that

is ritualistic or any sort of behavior

that seems to be indicative of wor-

ship. Well it is not clear that there is

any type or worship involved, how-

ever practitioners do seek to get

into a state of no-mind. By itself a

meditative state does not fit this cri-

terion unless it is combined with

some sort of ritual. It could be inter-

preted that the slow form of Taiji is

a type of ritual but we must be care-



ful to not read to much into it. The

slow form may just be a form of ex-

ercise to the practitioner, just as

the stretching in yoga could be to

the yoga practitioner. The state of

mind associated with this exercise

is not by itself indicative of a reli-

gious trait. So I believe that Taiji

rates poorly regards to this first di-

mension.

Next we have the Experiential and

Emotional Dimension. Does Taiji

invoke feelings of awe-like fear in

its practitioners? Does it engender

emotions or a sense of oneness

with God? This one is difficult to an-

swer because such a large part of

these feelings are subjective. In-

deed, with the dances of the native

American Indians such “spiritual”

experiences are common, and

perhaps the same can be said for

most mainstream religions. But we

must ask if this is true of the prac-

tice of Taiji. I have my doubts that

the feelings that are described in

this dimension are as strong in

Taiji. But then again sometimes I

think that it does, I guess it very

much depends on the individual.

So I would suggest tentatively that

Tai Chi satisfies this criterion.

The Narrative or Mythic Dimension

includes stories of hero’s or saints

handed down throughout the gen-

erations and are often used to in-

spire believers. These stories are

also often integrated into the ritual-

istic dimension. And Taiji does

have these when some histories

refer to a mythical/historical char-

acter named Chang san-feng who

created Taiji after observing a bat-

tle between a stork and a snake.

(Montaigue, Pg.12) However, sto-

ries such as these are not always

indicative of some religious quali-

ties, many martial arts boast such

stories and even science has

some stories to tell. So while Taiji

does in some sense satisfy this cri-

terion the stories are not tied into a

ritualistic ceremony, as such Taiji

rates poorly in this regard.

The Doctrinal and Philosophical

Dimension presents the world view

or philosophical out look of the par-

ticular religion. It is not clear that

Taiji presents such a world view,

traditionally it is tied in with Taoism

but this seems debatable. But one

way that Taiji does present a world

view is its acceptance of the princi-

ples inherent in traditional Chinese

Medicine. In this regard Tai Chi

rates reasonably well in this di-

mension.

In the Ethical and Legal Dimen-

sion, Taiji does not do so well, to

become a practitioner of Taiji one is

not required to behave in any pre-

scribed manner. There are no

commandments nor rules that one

has to obey outside the normal be-

havior that is expected in polite so-

ciety. In this dimension Taiji fairs

poorly.

In the Social and Institutional Di-

mension, we must be careful, for a

community of scientist’s or an insti-

tution dedicated to science may

also fit this criterion. Taiji would fit

this criterion if having a group of

people with a common interest

was merely enough. What is also

needed is some ritualistic feature,

and this is lacking. So while Taiji

may fits this dimension, it only

does so trivially.

Finally, we have the Material Di-

mension. This includes sacred ob-

jects, buildings or works of art. Now

certainly there may be sites or arti-

facts that some Taiji practitioners

consider sacred such as graves of

famous masters or ancient texts.

But as a practice there does not

seem to be any worship or rever-

ence held toward any such site or

artifact, and if so this is an individu-

als predisposition. Taiji does not

seem to rate highly in this regard.

Taiji, on the whole has rated fairly

poorly in regards to most of seven

dimensions, as such it does not

seem to be strongly indicative of a

religion. It does however have a

mythic (stories of masters), experi-

ential (no-mind type feelings) and

philosophical (Taoist concepts) di-

mension but are these enough to

consider its practitioners religious?

I think not, practitioners may disre-

gard the stories, and the philo-

sophical concepts but maybe not

the meditative state and still call

themselves Taiji practitioners.

However, if a group or a society

feels strongly enough about this

particular form of exercise they

may certainly bring more to it. For it

is entirely possible that one may

even make beer drinking a religion.

On the whole I think Taiji in its purer

(martial art) forms seems to be

non-religious. I will now test it un-

der the family resemblance analy-

sis to see if our results differ.

Religion as a Family Re-

semblance Term

Ludwig Wittgenstein, the influen-

tial 20th century philosopher ar-

gued that there are many perfectly

meaningful English words that

have no common essence of con-

notation. (Edwards, Pg.21) These

words do not name some common

characteristic or set of characteris-

tics that are indicative of a given

object that we would normally ap-

ply to such words. Wittgenstein ar-

gued that the assumption that

there had to be a common essence

where there is a common name is

exceedingly naive.(ibid.) He be-

lieved that we would not always

find a common essence for many

words such as game, language

and knowledge. Even though it is

probably not the case that this trait

is true of all words, it would be use-

ful to examine whether it is true of

religion.

So what exactly do we mean when

we search for family resem-

blances? As we have already

touched upon, not all words that

have a common connotation or a

common essence but they are fre-

quently related to each other by a

complex web of similarit ies.

Wittgenstein compared this web to



the similarities that we might find in a

human family. (ibid.) Suppose, for ex-

ample, that there are five brothers and

sisters who are easily recognizable as

members of the same family but

among them there is not a single trait

that each shares with the other mem-

bers of the family.

So this families resemblance is not

indicated by a common essence

but rather by a complex web of

similarities, none of which is pos-

sessed by all. The weakness of

such a system lies in the notion

that we may keep adding traits until

we find one that they all possess,

namely having the same parents.

However this trait is not necessary

to all and as such does not repre-

sent an essential property. Sup-

pose, for example, that Enid

resembles all her brothers and sis-

ters in every respect but is in fact

an adopted child. Even then we

may still look for traits to add to our

list and may find one eventually,

this will in turn reveal an essential

property by which to define our

word. This need not conflict with

the family resemblance approach

but rather complement the mean-

ing of a given word. And this may

indeed turn out to be the case with

religion.

Our task now is to adapt the above

table so it includes some or the

world religions and pseudo-reli-

gions, which will hopefully be rep-

resentative of a healthy cross

section.

FAMILY MEMBERS

Family Traits Alex Bill Cathy Dave Enid

greater than 6

feet tall
P P P P A

Blue eyes
P P P A P

Blond hair
P P A P P

Pug Nose
P A P P P

Irritability
A P P P P



Plus we will include some of the traits the given religions exemplify. The list is not seen to be exclusive or ex-

haustive of the worlds religions or its traits, but rather will present those most commonly instantiated by the vari-

ous belief systems that are said to be religious.

P = Trait Present

A Trait Absent

? = Trait Unclear

FAMILY MEMBERS

FAMILY
TRAITS

C h r i s-
t ian- i ty
J u d a-
ism Is-
lam

Vedant
a, Hin-
d u i s m
Pan-the
ism

Early

Budd-hi

s m

Hinaya

na

Budd-hi

sm

Early

Greek

Olympia

n

Poly-the

ism

com-

m u-

nism

Moral

N a t u-

ral-

istic

H u-

man-is

m

Tai Chi

chuan

Be l i e f

super-

natural

b e-

ing(s)

P
A? A P A A A?

Be l i e f

super-i

or be-

ing(s)

P P A P A
A

A?

a c-

knowl-

edge

signifi-

cance

of Hu-

mans

P P P P
P

P A

Be l i e f

i n

exp-eri

e n c e

after

death

P P P P A A A

M o r a l

Code P P P A P
P

A



Chang Yiu-chun & How He Taught

By Erle Montaigue

Most of what I now teach can in

some way be attributed to

Chang Yiu-chun, my main

teacher.

Although the physical parts of

what I have learnt are obviously

very important, it is the ‘way’ I

which Chang taught me that is

the most important.

Chang believed that everything

that anyone needed to know was

already in that person’s mind

somewhere and only had to be

‘unlocked’. And it is the job of a

teacher to simply unlock that

knowledge.

When I first began ‘learning’

with Chang, I was like most

other westerners in that I

wanted a set and ‘seeable’ set of

things that I must learn in chro-

nological order. I did not know

why Chang would teach me one

thing one day and then go onto a

completely different thing the

next. And in many ways, this is

how I now teach and is the rea-

son why many of my long dis-

tant students always want a

curriculum so that they can

learn in some ‘human’ set man-

ner.

Change knew that we learnt in-

ternally or sub-consciously and

that the brain was in ordered

chaos at all times. So a set way

of learning and teaching would

not teach the student much in

the way of internal stuff. In the

same way, if we try to use a logi-

cal fighting art in real self de-

fence, we lose because self de-

fence is not logical. So Chang

believed that the way we learn

will also represent the way in

which we will ultimately de-

fend ourselves. SO if we learn in

a logical chronological manner,

then we will lose in a real self

defence situation. However, if

we learn in an illogical manner,

we have a much better chance of

saving ourselves in a real fight-

ing situation. The reverse ap-

plies to tournament fighting. If

one wishes to win in tourna-

ments and get trophies, then you

must learn for instance, some

karate style which is logical in

its teaching with logical move-

ments. If however, we try to use

a tournament system in the

street, we lose! And it is impos-

sible to mix the two saying that

you use the tournament stuff for

the ring and the real stuff for self

defence! Self defence is

sub-conscious and if you learn

and study so hard to win in the

ring, then the sub-conscious

brain will use that type of ‘fight-

ing’ when attacked for real.

This is the reason that I do not

teach a ‘martial art’, preferring

to teach a self defence system. I

am not interested in teaching

tournament fighting so that men

can show how good they are at

‘fighting’ to satisfy their own

egos.

Chang would often simply push

me all of a sudden so note how I

reacted and how ti moved my

body. In the beginning, he

would do this pushing for in-

stance on my shoulder. He

would not to it again for several

days or even weeks and I often

wondered why. The reason was

that he was waiting until I

moved correctly and used my

body in the correct manner be-

fore doing it again. His reason-

ing was that it takes some time

for the sub-conscious brain to

take something new in. And to

keep doing wrong movements

to his pushes would cause the

wrong information to go

sub-conscious. It is the training

itself that teaches us how to

move and to react to any types

of attacks. So if you have not

done the training of form, and in

particular push hands and

power push hands, all of the

‘fighting training’ in the world

will not help when you get into a

realistic situation!

Much of my training with

Chang was spent watching him

do things. He thought that this

was the most important part of

my training and nowadays is the

reason that I put out my video

tapes, so that students are able to

see me doing it all. Of course

you have to be taught the physi-

cal movements in the begin-

ning. However, once learnt and

more importantly, corrected, it

is important to see your teacher

doing it so that your sub-con-

scious mind can take it all in and

adjust your own body automati-

cally. During these ‘watching’

times, it is important to NOT try

to physically look for things that

you may be doing incorrectly,

but rather just watch!



The Secret of the Internal Arts

By Morne Swanepoel (South Af-

rica)

H
idden within the Internal

Arts are some of the most

violent self-defence

methods ever invented.

Street self-defence has to be in

understood in order to survive

street attacks. If you try to

‘yield’ to an attack in the man-

ner that most teachers tell us to,

then you invite defeat and possi-

ble injury and death in street at-

tacks. Teachers who tell their

students all they have to do is to

yield to an attack just to show

the attacker that they know what

they are doing, have never

themselves been in a serious,

life-threatening situation.

The answer to these hidden se-

crets in the Internal Martial

Arts, is in the movements them-

selves and how the practitioner

executes those movements.

How the body moves is singu-

larly the most important area of

one’s training. So-called karate

Masters who should not be any

more than Green belt because of

the way they move. Though

they may know all the move-

ments of the Kata, they cannot

DO them! You can easily see

that they do not have any real

power, power that comes from

fa-jing, because their body is so

stiff!!

Fa-Jing is the motor of how to

use the internal Martial Arts ef-

fectively. Not many know what

fa-jing is or how to use it, even

Taijiquan masters and people

who call themselves Grand-

masters, perform Fa-Jing , or

what they call Fa-Jing and they

would not harm a fly let alone a

raging maniac in the street.

Fa-Jing has to be explosively

physical and explosively inter-

nal for any kind of result.

Street self-defence has

to be in understood in

order to survive street

attacks. If you try to

‘yield’ to an attack in the

manner that most

teachers tell us to, then

you invite defeat and

possible injury and

death

Fa-Jing has 2 levels: * the phys-

ical/external

* the ‘internal way’.

A simple test for Fa-jing: Have

someone hold a hard punching

mitt on one hand. You touch the

mitt with the tips of your fin-

gers. Without drawing your

hand back any more than the

distance from your fingers to

your palm, punch the mitt to

cause it to repulse back vio-

lently. This is external Fa-Jing.

Internal Fa-Jing is when the

holder of the mitt receives a sore

palm from that punch!

All Chinese Martial Arts

have 3 categories of Tech-

niques:

• 1 – Striking, punching, push-

ing, pressing, kicking etc. The

contact time between you and

your opponent is very short, ex-

plosive and harmful.

• 2 – ‘Shuai Jiao’ or Wrestling

– contains skills of destroying

opponent’s roots and balance

i.e. leg sweeps or trips, body

swings or throws etc.

• 3 – Chin Na – grabbing tech-

niques specializing in control-

ling or locking the opponent’s

joints, muscles or tendons.

In a combat situation the above

3 categories are often applied

together and cannot really be

separated e.g.: while one hand is

grabbing and controlling your

opponent, the other is used to

strike a vital cavity.

Re Chin Na:

As long as techniques are able

to immobilize an opponent,

whether it is a joint-lock, numb-

ness or unconsciousness – these

are all classified as Chin Na. In

short: Grabbing Chin Na tech-

niques control and lock the op-

ponent’s joints or muscle

/tendon so he cannot move, neu-

tralizing his fighting ability.

Pressing Chin Na techniques

are used to numb the opponent’s



limbs, causing him to loose con-

sciousness or even to kill him.

Chin Na striking techniques are

applied to vital points and can

be very deadly. Remember

when you practice with your

partner, do not apply a great

deal of power, you are both

there to learn and tomorrow you

both want to train together

again.

‘Atruly wise man will not doubt

himself and will not be con-

fused by others’. Build up your

confidence and remain humble.

Someday you will realize that

you have left those others far,

far behind you.

Morne Swanepoel

President World Taiji Boxing

Association South Africa.

President Jeet Kune Do Unlim-

ited South Africa.

Email:morne@jkdu.co.za

Website : www.jkdu.co.za

Where is the Art in the Martial Arts?

By Bob Orbano (USA)

B
efore answering the question, “where is the art in the martial

arts?”, we must first answer the question, “what is art?”. The

following is a simple definition of art: Art is the creative ap-

plication of practiced techniques. Using the art of painting as an

example, to learn how to paint, the would-be painter first practices

a variety of brush strokes (technique). As the strokes become natu-

ral and free-flowing, the painter can use the brush strokes to ex-

press his or her creativity onto canvas.

Leonardo DaVinci was one of the world’s greatest painters. One of

his best known masterpieces is the Mona Lisa. But, what if

DaVinci had also painted an exact copy of his Mona Lisa, would it

also be art? Gone would be the creativity of the original, and so too

the art. The copy would be a simple repetition, regardless of how

complex the techniques necessary to produce it. The copy would

be all technique without art.

As with painting and all other art, the techniques of the martial arts

are first studied and practiced, and then put to creative use, not just

copied or “performed.” By themselves, the techniques contained

in the forms and katas are useless in a fight unless used creatively.

For each fight is unique. You never face the same opponent twice,

just as a painter never stands before the same blank canvas twice.



THE HEALING POWER OF TAI CHI CHUAN

By John Scott Petty

Chief Instructor and Founder

-Vital Arts School UK

I
n 1993 I contracted a particu-

larly potent strain of salmo-

nel la poisoning from a

apparently wholesome and

fresh super market sandwich { I

cant mention the name for legal

reasons - oh yes I can- Tescos.

Having thrown away the pack-

aging the authorities were un-

able to prove the salmonella

came from their sandwich so

were only able to advise Tescos

of a possible ‘problem’ with

their products. No million dol-

lar law suit for me then.} while

on a break from my particularly

dull day job as van driver and

old jobs man for a local Estate

Agents in Blackheath London

.I was also fortunately training

as a Tai Chi Instructor with my

teacher at the time Master

Rupert Shonaike, previously a

long term student of Chu King

Hung { my first teacher i n the

1980²s} and Professor Chee

Soo{ from whom he received

his Master qualification} My

Tai Chi was going to prove its

worth far exceeded the years of

study and expense. It was going

to save my life.

Within 12 hours I was bent over

double in my 1 bedroom flat

writhing around like a bad

break dancer, from the excruci-

atingly painful spasms griping

my bowels. I wondered in my

increasingly unlucid state what

strange giant clawed insect I

was attempting to give birth to.

Eventually realising af-

ter attempting some Tai

Chi,Chi Kung and

Yogic breathing that

this wasn’t going to

pass { and as every-

thing not nailed down in

my body had begun to }

I stumbled out of the

flat, staggered ineptly

down 2 flights of stairs

into a beautiful night

and a battered old

blue transit van.

Eventually realising after at-

tempting some Tai Chi,Chi

Kung and Yogic breathing that

this wasn’t going to pass { and

as everything not nailed down

in my body had begun to } I

stumbled out of the flat, stag-

gered ineptly down 2 flights of

stairs into a beautiful night and

a battered old blue transit van. I

somehow succeeded ,I don’t

know how, in driving the pre-

carious 10 minutes to my Dads

house { he’s fortunately a Doc-

tor } while crumpled up like a

human bean bag just managing

to peer over or through the

steering wheel at the spinning

lights of the on coming traffic.

From the van I literally crawled

up the garden path to the front

door, but heaved myself upright

to let myself in { I desperately

wanted to retain some dignity,

and not to freak out my parents

too much with their son doing

an impression of a drive by vic-

tim.} A bad move.

Well the door obliging unlocked

and smoothly opened but I

launched cinematically for-

ward, falling ungracefully flat

on my face to enjoy the charms

of a new bout of stomach agony

and the cool dry wooden floor

slammed against my nose. This

was not my idea of dignity. My

old man appeared nonchalantly

over me and calmly inquired

“You alright son?² After a brief

explanation he hauled me up,

sat me down and we waited to

see how bad it got. Within an

hour, spent worshipping the

porcelain altar too many times

to mention and now unable to

even move off the floor we

called in the cavalry. A visit

from the concerned family GP

for a second opinion had me

tucked up like a little old man

on a stretcher being wheeled

out to a waiting ambulance as I

waved my fingers feebly at my

folks like a dying Queen. They

couldn¹t understand why I was

smiling. ”Seee youu sooon² I

squeaked. I was E.T s human

half brother and out of it.

By now I was so dehydrated I

was hallucinating from this and

the pain so I thought being

strapped to a giant red roller

blade was the most excellent

and comfortable way to travel.

The paramedics where attentive

fluorescent smiling angels. The

ambulance a strange ball of

welcoming lights. Inside it as



we sped off and it wailed like a

screaming banshee as we ca-

reered through Blackheath’s

narrow streets I stared on in hor-

ror. This was a moment of pure

terror, and that’s when I

promptly passed out.

During the next three days in an

isolation room at Greenwich

district Hospital, I lay in bed

feeding from drip in my arm. At

one point they tried to get my

consent to open me up and have

a quick rummage around and

possibly whip out an appendix

or two. As they were having

trouble finding a decent vein to

get a blood sample { when they

did they spilt it all over the con-

sent form- not a good omen I

thought } and from and the fact

the surgeon looked like Jack the

Ripper in a white gown I re-

fused, and my Dads subsequent

refusal added the necessary

weight { I just knew it wasn’t

my appendix but Im no Doc } I

had a battery of Tests since I¹d

arrived including an X ray the

first night where upon being

asked to get on the table I not so

kindly informed the impatient

radiologist that I couldn’t be-

cause I couldn’t ³f....king

move² {This incapacity would

last for two days- by the third I

regained some movement } My

stool test wouldn’t come back

until a week after I left hospital

to confirm salmonella poison-

ing. Due to this I couldn’t re-

ceive any medication during

my stay including pain killers,

as they didn’t know what they

were dealing with. They ran out

of spare blankets the first night

as I kept on demanding more

layers as I was so cold. I looked

like a giant multi layer sand-

wich. which is ironic if you

think about it. I wouldn’t have

been able to move if I Od

wanted to. That night member

of staff stayed by my bed and

talked me through the worst of

the pain with stories of his holi-

day, what I enjoyed doing, and

what I could do when I got

better.

But as I performed the

opening moves of the

Yang Cheng Fu set

working the lungs, then

the colon with Grasp

Sparrows Tail my en-

ergy shifted, lifted and

slightly rebalanced to

the grumbling sound of

my indignant bowels.

I didn’t realise it at the time but

he was getting me to stay with it

, remain positive and fight

back. I accused him of hitting

upon me and being gay, some-

thing I now deeply regret. He

was doing his job and doing it

well. I was a crazed human

bread snack unable to defend

myself and scared of being mo-

lested.

On the second night I managed

to move my arms so managed

some Chi Kung and Six Organ

Sounds in bed, doing it until I

feel asleep. This brought a little

stability to my condition and

also abated the strange waking

dreams or visions I been experi-

encing virtually back to back

ever since Id arrived. Even to

this day I remember three of

them, as then as now they

seemed personally quite pro-

found.

On the third day I got out of bed

unassisted and did the feeblest

Tai Chi ever; it was all I could

manage. I lasted about for 5

minutes. I was an old man with a

decrepid mans energy.

Hunched and withered { I lost

20 pounds in three days. Im a

tall lean bloke so I don’t have a

lot to spare } But as I performed

the opening moves of the Yang

Cheng Fu set working the

lungs, then the colon with Grasp

Sparrows Tail my energy

shifted, lifted and slightly

rebalanced to the grumbling

sound of my indignant bowels.

They started doing some new

improved bad gymnastics

which sent me hobbling back to

the rooms toilet clutching my

guts, but when I returned to bed

I slept soundly and without pain

for the first time. That evening I

ate for the first time some broth

kindly made by my step mother

and brought in. No hospital

food for me thanks. After a

pretty uneventful night the

fourth day I was assessed in the

morning by a surprised Staff

Nurse and Doctor at my sudden

turn around and lifted spirits,

and allowed home under the su-

pervision of my Dad.

Its not until the heath visitor

called round a week later with

the results did I realise how bad

it had been. The salmonella

they had found in my sample

had been so virulent, and of an

unknown strain that they were

seriously considering naming it



after me. Fortunately this never

came to pass and people don’t

go around saying today I ‘’ ve

had a bout of the Petty¹s. I don’t

want that to be my legacy.

Hopefully the little buggers

ended their gruesome existence

with me. Cheers! For me the Tai

Chi got the process quickly

moving at the initial onset, en-

abled me to stay with it and con-

trol myself long enough to drive

to get help and then to start to

build up my strength and

rebalance my organ system

once I could move. All my

training before hand had made

me strong enough to possibly

see it through. Since that time if

i ever get ill { which is rare } it

always involves my stomach as

I was warned at the time. If I

ever get diarrhoea now I can

control it and even stop it dead,

even while setting on the loo by

just performing the beginning

of the Tai Chi form.

I started Martial Arts in My

youth to learn how to fight. So

far my worst adversary was a

bastard microbe and his mates.

That’s the battle to be won. The

adversary. Life and everything

it can chuck at you, not Jet Lee

or Bruce Lee, for that matter,

fantasies flying through the air

on a mission to entertain. To me

now in my late thirties that’s far

more important. Oh and think-

ing twice before I eat a sand-

wich.

*

John teaches classes and semi-

nars in SE London and Kent,

and produces a full colour

bi-annual publication

The Vital Arts Journal on as-

pects of the Internal Arts. This

is available from:

His Vital Arts System

CD-Roms,Animations,Videos

and Guides for home learning

are are also available from this

address:

vitalarts@hotmail.com

_________________________

A Dedication to Edgar

Wallace

By Peter Jones, WTBA Wales

Died 10
th

June aged 64 from asbes-

tosis.

One of the Welsh lads. Afriend and

student of Peter Jones. He was ded-

icated to his training and a fine

person to boot!

_________________________

MARTIAL ARTIST

STATEMENT OF

UNITY

Gregory T. Lawton, D.N., D.C.

TO ALL OTHER MARTIAL

ARTISTS I SAY THIS:

You are my brother and sister

in the martial arts. Although,

we may come from different

paths to this sacred art of com-

bat, the martial arts, I welcome

you to both this art and profes-

sion. I recognize the power

within you. I celebrate the

unity within our diversity. I see

richness and reward in our

sharing of knowledge and expe-

rience.

As you are my brother and sis-

ter in the martial arts I will up-

lift you. If you are alone I will be

your friend. If you need assis-

tance, without hesitation I will

support you, if you are broken I

will mend you, to those that

speak against you I will arise to

defend you.

If you need my good counsel or

teaching it is yours, if you are

unable to pay for my succor,

you will not need to for I will

stand by your side regardless. I

will reach out to uplift you re-

gardless. I will open my arms to

you regardless.

May we never forget that we are

more alike than different. May

we always recognize our most

vital bond through these mar-

tial arts. May we always realize

that if there is a time for peace it

is now, and it is always. For if

the warriors are not reconciled

among themselves, from where

will peace come?

September, 2001



THE LAW OF 4

By John Humphries, WTBA

South Australia

W
hen you do excellent

work it is money in the

bank. The experience

and feeling of having done well,

better than your best, stays with

you. It is a memory and en-

hances your self-image and

quality of life. Handling diffi-

cult people and difficult situa-

tions with aplomb is especially

nice. Add to that the Jew-

ish, Christian, and Moslem be-

lief that what you do is recorded

by an Angel for future judge-

ment, and the Hindu and Bud-

dhis t bel ief that act ing

honourably creates "good

karma" and dishonourably

causes "bad karma", thus affect-

ing later life. Hooray hooray. Is-

n't that simple? Do good stuff

and you get bonuses.

But in every person's life there

are times, and in some lives this

is most of the time, when you

are very much under par.

• You are sick.

• You are tired.

• You are totally stressed out

by too much work, not enough

sleep, an unending series of tri-

als and injuries and sickness.

• And you just can't cope.

You are not a bad person, but

suddenly you explode.

A final straw seems to break the

camel's back and you go ape

shit. Who has not experienced

this?

Remember Jesus in the temple

kicking over the desks of the

moneychangers? While it was a

valid point, I am sure he was a

trifle hostile at that moment.

And that brings us to the

Law of Four.

There is no way you can avoid

these down times, the black

days.

But the results and merit you

achieve in those unequal strug-

gles are worth 4 times what you

can gain on your better and best

days.

We choose our heroes by their

deeds in unequal struggles, and

in the face of death. The dying

heroine, brave to the end, al-

ways thinking of others, pro-

vokes tears, and not just from

the ladies.

These deeds change the lives of

those who see or even hear of

them.

So know, when you go into ac-

tion depleted, sick, tired, sur-

rounded, that what you do that

day is the stuff of epic legends.

By steadying your feelings, co-

ordinating your current energy

and strength, and going forward

with mindful alertness, you are

going to do the very best you

can do at the moment.

And it can be your finest hour.

At these times concentrate on

the important, pivotal stuff, not

peripherals.

And realize that you will proba-

bly have a short fuse, so guard

against exploding with anger

this day.

You can bolster courage and in-

ner peace by breathing slow,

deep, calm and serene, when-

ever you have a moment to

yourself (everyone goes to the

toilet).

Probably the greatest challenge

to most people's inner calm is

the road rage we feel when in-

considerate drivers cut us off, or

we face unexpected delays

when we need to hurry.

The best way to handle this one

is to smoothly adjust to the cur-

rent event, acknowledge it is a

tough test, accept and honour

your feelings, then choose to fo-

cus on how best to proceed. It

might be a good time for some

slow breathing.

Do welcome your down

times.They are a chance to

prove your worth, your quality,

and just how tough you are.

Not fun at the time, nevertheless

they can become treasured land-

marks in your life.



Remember that Law. Questions

on a dud day carry 4 times the

marks.

I can remember when learning

the Yang Cheng Fu from Erle's

video, getting into the second

third, with hitting all those ti-

gers, and kicking every which

way, my total inability to make

meaningful progress.

Things that I could do one week

would be lost the next. Just total

stalemate.

But just coming back to it day

after day, doing what I could

and fiddling with what was con-

fusing me, finally bore fruit.It

became possible, then natural.

That lesson in persistence, hav-

ing been learnt, could be ap-

plied to every form in turn. And

always resulted in final achieve-

ment.

So when you hit that wall and

don't know whether you are Ar-

thur or Martha, take comfort

that just working with the skill

and knowledge and energy that

you have today is all you need to

do.

That reapplying that strategy

daily, or every few days, will

achieve final success.

And that really, skilful applica-

tion on your worst days will be

an endless treasure trove for

your future.


